
 

 

 

HEALTHY BREATHING 

By the time most of us are adults our breathing has become constricted. Through life’s stresses, 

shallow and erratic breathing can become a habit. 

HOW DO BREATHE HEALTHIER 

1. Pay attention to your breathing; we tend to breathe high, quickly, and erratically. 

When we’re quiet and paying attention and start to unwind, then our breathing naturally 

becomes slower, smoother and deeper. 

2. Practice deep breathing exercises – (e.g. Lie on your back on the floor, with your 

knees bent and your hands lying comfortably on the lowest point on your abdomen 

where you can feel your body rising and falling with your breath. As you begin to relax 

and your breathing slows and deepens, you will need to move your hands lower on your 

abdomen to feel the beginning of your breath. That shifting of the breath to a slower 

rhythm – whether one is lying down, sitting or standing – is called the relaxation 

response. 

3. Try yoga techniques (e.g. the Lion Pose—used to release anger—can be done on all 

fours, sitting or standing – but it is recommended doing it in private. Your eyes can be 

open or shut. Stick your tongue out as far as possible, and make a roaring sound like a 

lion. Immediately relax all the muscles in your face, neck and shoulders and take a 

normal breath, which may be deeper than usual. Repeat this until you feel calm and 

invigorated. 

A very interesting thing that happens after you have been breathing a while is that you may 

develop what is called a “witness consciousness”. Just as you have been quietly observing your 

breath, now you begin to observe other things: your emotions and your thoughts. Your witness 

consciousness stands back, detached, and notices that you feel angry for instance. Or it listens 

to your thoughts and may see them more clearly. Seeing things from the vantage point of the 

witness gives you a fresh perspective on problems that might be preoccupying you. It is often 

the first stage in a spiritual awakening that many people experience through breathing – a 

connection with a larger consciousness outside of themselves. 

PHYSICAL BENEFITS 

Learning to breathe naturally again can do wonders. Deep, abdominal breathing stimulates the 

inner organs. It improves posture. And people who breathe well generally have a clearer 

complexion and fewer muscle and joint complaints than shallow, erratic breathers. That is 



because more oxygen is coming in to nourish the body’s cells and more carbon dioxide and 

other wastes are being removed. 

One of the greatest benefits of proper breathing is stress reduction: the ability to roll with the 

punches and remain calm under pressure. Concentrating on your breath in tense moments 

breaks the fight or flight response that quick, shallow breathing helps to maintain. Because the 

diaphragm is the primary muscle of breathing and connects directly to the spine, deeper 

breathing hooks you into the relaxation response neurologically. 

EMOTIONAL/SPIRITUAL BENEFITS 

The benefits of deep, natural breathing are not only physical. More than any other bodily 

function, breathing links us to our higher selves, to the divine. It also grounds us to our 

subconscious, for breathing is the only function governed by the autonomic nervous system 

over which we have some conscious control. In Japan, China, Tibet and India whole systems 

have been built up around breathing: meditations that use the breath to reach enlightenment 

and yoga that integrates body postures with breathing, in effect uniting body and soul. 


